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INTRODUCTION 
Let [F, be the field with q elements and R be the ring of Witt vectors over 
(F, and K be its quotient field. The purpose of this paper is to classify the 
R[GL,(IF,)]-lattices n ach simple K[GL,(IF,)]-module V. The non-trivial 
cases are those dim V is q + 1 or q - 1. For such a V there is an unoriented 
graph 5 depending on I/ and a bijection between the set of isomorphism 
classes of GL,(If,)-lattices n V and a certain set of orientations on the 
graph E. More precisely we do as follows. Put G = GL2( F4) and q = p” with 
p a prime. For a poset (= partially ordered set) P its associated graph 
G(P) is defined as usual: The vertices of G(P) are the elements of P, and 
x, y E P are adjacent in G(P) if x > y and if there is no z E P such that 
x > z > y. Let r be the set of composition factors of the reduction mod p of 
a lattice inV. For each lattice X in V we define a partial order on r in the 
following way. SE f is not smaller than T E r if any submodule of X/pX 
involving the factor S also involves T. Write I’, for this poset. 
THEOREM. (i) The graph G(T,) does not depend on X. (ii) Put 
Z= G(T,). The application Xt-+rX gives a bijection from the set of 
isomorphism classes of R[G]-lattices in V to the set of posets on the underly- 
ing set r and having the associated graph E. 
The graph E can be explicitly described. In many cases B coincides with 
the associated graph of the poset of all subsets of [S, n - 11 ordered by 
inclusion. 
An outline of the proof is as follows. There is a certain lattice M of whit 
we can know the module structure of the reduction mod p. By studying the 
filtration :,liln p-‘M’ f pM/pM (iE Z)} of M:pM where :M’ is a lattice 
whose posct rMS is the opposite of A& we deduce G( I ‘,,, i c G( I-,) for any 
lattice X. The opposite inclusion is given by computing Ext’. The part (ii) 
is a consequence of a certain special combinatorial struc::.rre of the graph 
r The detailed proof is given only in the case dim C’= :! + I. -. 
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In Section 1 we give a list of irreducible ordinary and p-modular charac- 
ters of GL,([F,). In Section 2 we determine the decomposition mod p of 
ordinary characters. This may be well known for specialists butwe include 
a proof here because a part of it is used elsewhere. Section 3 contains lem- 
mas about lattices which are needed in proving (i) of the theorem. Sec- 
tions 4 and 5 treat he case dim V= q + 1. In Section 4 we investigate he 
module structure of M/pM for certain lattice M in I’ and in Section 5 the 
part (i) of the theorem is proved. In Section 6 the case dim I/= q - 1 is 
sketched. In Section 7 we show a vanishing of Ext’ which is used in Sec- 
tions 5, 6. In Section 8 the part (ii) is proved. In Section 9 some corollaries 
of the theorem are stated. For example, in the case dim V= q + 1, we 
describe the ring Image (R[G] -+ End, V) up to Morita equivalence. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper p is a prime and q is a power of p. [F, is the field 
with q elements. G = GL,( [F4) is the group of the 2 x 2-nonsingular matrices 
over [F,. We use the following notations for subgroups of G. B: the group of 
upper triangular matrices in G, P: the p-Sylow subgroup of B, T: the group 
of diagonal matrices in G, S: a subgroup of G which is isomorphic to [F;. 
The complex characters of G are known ([4]). From a character table 
we see that the field generated by Q, and values of all characters of G is 
QJ[) where [ is a primitive (q - 1)th root of unity. Also it is known that 
the Schur index of any character of G is 1. Hence it is natural to choose the 
ring of integers in O,(c) as a coefficient ring of p-adic integral represen- 
tation of G. 
Denote by W(k) the ring of Witt vectors over a finite field k. Recall there 
exists a multiplicative lifting Y:k x + W(k) x which is functorial ink. Put 
R = W(F,) and let K be the quotient field of R. Now we describe the 
irreducible K-characters of G following [2]. The characters r(det)’ and 
r(det)’ (1; - lG) (0 6 i< q - 1) are irreducible. For 1 E Hom( T, Rx ), G has 
a character X, = Ind,GL, where J, is considered as linear character of B via 
B -+ B/Pz T. X, is irreducible ifand only if 1 is not fixed by the action of 
the nonidentity element w of NJ T)/T. For ,u E Hom(S, W( F,z) x ), G has a 
virtual character Y, defined by Table I. Yp is proper and irreducible ifand 
only if p is not fixed by the action of the nonidentity element of NJS)/S. 
Every irreducible K-character is one of these. Values of them are given by 
Table I. 
Our final goal is the classification of the R[G]-lattices ineach simple 
K[G]-module V. If dim V= 1, there is only one R[G]-lattice up to 
homothety. If the K[G]-module V has the character 1,G - lG, there is also 
only one lattice in V up to homothety because this character emains 
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TABLE I 
5 E Z(G) ZEP- {l} ZE T-Z(G) ZES-Z(G) 
1;- 1, 0 1 -1 
xi (4 + 14 4z) 1 A(z) + i(z") 0 
y, (4 - 1) AZ) -1 0 -,4z) - !4zq) 
irreducible by reduction mod p. The non-trivial cases are those in whit 
has the character X, or Y,. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let m be an integer such that 1 6 m 6 q - 1. Fix a con- 
jugation 
in GL,(F$). Define characters X,,, and Y,,, by 
X,=X, where A.: T3 t-+r(t,)‘“E R” 
Y,= Y, where 11: S3p t-+r(a)“‘E W(F,,:)“. 
From Table I it is easily seen that any X, or I’,, is the product of X, or 
Y,, for some /PI E [ 1. y -- 1 ] with a linear character espectively. So we may 
restrict our attention to the case where V has the character X, or Y,. 
Now we describe the irreducible p-modular characters of 6. The sim 
%,,[G J-modules arc classified as follows. For an integer a such that 0 < a < 
q - 1 let L(ai,) be the sock of the G-module S”([Fi): ath symmetric power 
of the standard representation. Then it is known that ((det)* .L(aA,) 10 d 
u<q- l,O<b<q- 1) g ives a complete list of representatives of
isomorphism classes of simple iF,[G]-modules, where (det)b. L(a.A,) means 
the tensor product of L(aA,) with the one dimensional module (det)b. 
NOTATION 1.2. For a non-negative integer X, xi denotes the coefficient 
of pi in the p-adic expansion of x, i.e., 
x= 1 x,p’ (odxidp- 1). 
i>O 
Also xCi) denotes Co< k G i xk pk. 
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Now Steinberg’s tensor product theorem asserts that there is an 
isomorphism of [F,[G]-modules 
n-1 
L(ul,)r @ L(aial)F (OdaGq-l), 
i=O 
where q = p” and F’ means the twist by the automorphism (xik) H (x$) of 
G. It is also known that L(aA,) coincides with Sa(Fi) for 0 6 a < p- 1. 
Hence we have the following. 
(1.3) If a p/-element x of G is conjugate to 
Xl ( 1 x2 
in GL,([F,z), then the eigenvalues of the action of x on L(ai,) are 
n-1 
(OIjy pj20, CCi+pj=Ui). 
2. DECOMPOSITION mod p OF CHARACTERS OF G 
In this section we determine the decomposition mod p of the characters 
X, and Y, (1 <m<q- I). 
NOTATION 2.1. Let q = p”. For integers a and b, [a, b] denotes the 
interval {x~Z(u<xdb}.Forasubset Uof [O,n-1] andmE[O,q-11, 
define a subset (U,m) of [O,q-lIz by (U,m) = ((u,b)~[0,q-l]2~ 
Ui+bi = mi+q(i)p-y(i--1) (O<i<n-l)), where CP is the charac- 
teristic function of u’ = [0, 12 - 1 ] - U on [0, n - 1 ] and cp( - 1) means 
cp(n - 1). When ( U, m ) # Qr, denote by (U v m, U A m) the maximal 
element of ( U, m ) with respect o the lexicographic order of [0, q - 112. 
Note we have (a, b) E ( U, m ) if and only if (b, a) E ( U, m ). Hence 
U v m 2 U A m. Denote by L( U, m) the simple IF,[G]-module (det)” Am. 
L((Uvm-Ur\m)ll). When <U,m)=@, we put L(U,m)=O. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let m E [0, q - 11 and UC [0, n - 11. If a p/-element 
x of G is conjugate to 
Xl 
( > x2 
in GL,( [Fqz), then the eigenvalues ofthe action of x on L( U, m ) are 
X’Xd 1 2 (Cc, d)E <u, m>). 
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PROPOSITION 2.3. For an [F,[G]-module M denote by ch A4 the Brauer 
character of M with respect o the lifting r.The restriction of the characters 
A’, and I’, (1 < m < q - 1) to the PI-classes ofG decompose as follows: 
Xm,Gp. = c chL(U,m), 
L’c[O,n-1] 
Kw,Gp. = c ch(det. L(U,m-2))+ 2 cl-aL(U,m) 
UC [O,n- 11 UC [O,n ~ I] 
n-1tU n--160 
Before proving Propositions 2.2 and 2.3, we need lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let rnE [0, q- 11, UC [O, rz- 11 and suppose 
(U, m > # a. Let CJI (resp. CJI’) be the characteristic function of u” (resp. U) 
on [lo, n - 11. 




(ii) For (a, b)E [0, q- 11’ we have (a, b)E (U, m) if and only $ 
a-t-b=mi-~(n-l)(q-1)and(Ur\m)i<ai,<(Uvm),forO,<idn-?. 
The proof is not difficult. 
Proof of Proposition 2.2. We may assume (U, m) # @. Put (a, b) = 
(U v m, U A m). By (1.3), if x is a p/-element of G which is conjugate to 
in GL,(F ,z), then the eigenvalues of the action of x on L( ?I, m) are 
n-1 
(xlxJb n (xpxgy’ (sri+p,=(a-b),,06ai?Bidp-1). 
i=O 
Thus it is enough to show 
(U,m)=((a+b,~+b)~a,/?~[O,q-l],a,+~i=(a-b), (O<idn-I)). 
Since a?>b, (O<i<n-1), for aE[O,q-l] we have O<!z,<(u-b)i if 
and only if bid (c( + b)jda,. Hence our assertion follows casiiy from Lem- 
ma 2.4(ii). 
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b3tMA 2.5. Let m E [O, y - 11. 
(a) (U,m>n(U’,m)=@ [ff#U’. 
(b) Fura~[O,m]andI/‘c[O,n-l],rvehaw(a,m-a)E(U,m)if 
and onl-v if 
U= {ie [01 n- l](CzC,)<m,,,). 
(b’) For aE[m,q-ll and D’c [0, n- I], M’4 haw 
(a,m+q-1-a)E(C:,m) Jfandonly if 
(c) Let p,: [O, q -- 11’ + [0, 9 - l] he the projection tu fhe ,fir.st fac- 
tor. Then we have 
[O,m]= G p,(U.m) (disjoint) 
n- lif. 
Cmq-II= iJ p,(I/,m) (disjoint). 
n ICi’ 
Prwf: (a) Suppose (a, h) E (I/‘, m) n ( U’, m). Let cp and cp’ be 
the characteristic functions of U“ and u” on [0, n - 11, respectively. 
Then mi+cp(i)p-cp(i--1) = a,+/~, = m,+q’(i)p-cp’(i--l), hcncc 
(q(i)-q’(i)) p=cp(i- 1)-cp’(i- 1) f or O<i<n-1. Since !cp(i-l)- 
cp’(i- 1)I < 1 and p >, 2, we see that q(i) = q’(i) for all i. hence U= 17’. 
(b) Suppose UE [0, m] and U= {in [0, n - l] [aci, Gm,,,}. Then we 
have 
(m - a), = 117, -- a, if in I;, i- 1 E 17 
=m,-a,- 1 if icz C;, i- 14 C: 
= m, - (I, -k p if i$Uli-lEC’ 
=m,-cz,+p- 1 if i$ U, i- 14 c’, 
where 0 - 1 means n - 1. From this, denoting by cp the characteristic 
function of L”. we see 
a,+(m-a),=m,+co(i) p-cp(i- 1), 
hence (a, m -a) E (Li, m). This proves the “if’ part of (b). From this and 
(a), the “only if’ part follows. 
(b’) is proved similarly. 
(c) This follows from (a), (b) and (b’). 
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Proof of Proposition 2.3. By Proposition 2.2 and the definition of 
Brauer characters, the value of ch L( U, m) at a p’-element x of G is 
where 
is a conjugate of x in GL2(Fy2). By Lemma 2.5(c), we have 
Since every p/-element of G is contained in a conjugate of T or S, it is 
enough to show the equalities of(2.3) hold on T and 5’. If 
x 1 
x= ( J E T. x2 
by Y(X1)4p’ =P(x~)~~’ = 1, we have 
Cch L(U, m)(x)= C r(xl)' r(x,)‘“-“+ C r(xl)( Y(xJ~ -c 
c 0 6 L’ < 111 ,?1 52 c < q - I 
= c Y(X,y r(x2)‘-~ + r(xly + Y(x2)‘~1 
O~c<y- 1 
If 
= (q - 1 ) Y(x2y7 6,,,,, + r(.‘C,y -t T(XJF 
= X,(x). 
x=p 
Xl i ! x’: E $3 
then we have 
CchL(U,m)(x)= C r(x,)‘+d4+ C Y(xJ+dq. 
c; O~C~Wl m<cGy-1 c+d=m c+d=m+q-l 
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It can be easily checked that the map 
{(c,d)E[0,q-1]2jc+d=m or m+q-1) 
+{amodq*--11uammodq-1) 
which sends (c, d) to c + dq mod q* - 1 is bijective. By y(x1)q2- ’ = 1 it 
follows that 
c ch L( U, m)(x) = c r(~~)~++ ‘I 
u OGk<4 
= Y(X,y (q + 1) &-1,1 
=X,(x). 
Thus we have proved the first equality of (2.3). The second one is proved 
similarly. We omit details. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let Ohm < q- 1 and put 
Z= {ic [0, n- l] Imi=O), 
Z’={iG[O,n-l](mi=p-1). 




ProoJ: Direct verification. 
For a, b E Z denote by ,?:A$ the linear character 
i-+t”tbE[Fx 12 4 
or the corresponding one dimensional IF,[T]-module. By Proposition 2.2 
the T-module L( U, m ) is isomorphic to @ Ca,b)tCU,m> A:$. From this and 
Lemma 2.5, the next proposition easily follows. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let 0 < m < q - 1. If L( U, m ) and L( u’, m ) have a 
non-zero common composition factor as T-modules, then U= U’ or 
{u, u>=(Co,n-ll,IZi). 
By this it can be easily shown that the decompositions in Proposition 2.3 
are multiplicity free. 
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DEFINITION 2.8. For 1 6 m < q - 1 define subsets d;(X*) and S( Y,) oJfl 
2”Q.“- 11 by 
In summary we have: 
PROPOSITION 2.9. Let 1 <m < q - 1. The decomposition ~llod p of the 
character A’, (resp. Y,) is multiplicity free and there is a bijection between 
the set r(X,,,) (resp. r( Y,,,)) and the set of composition ,factors of the reduc- 
tion mod p of X, (resp. Y, j. The map is given by 
W,) 3 Uf--+UIJ, m>, 
T(Y,)s Ut,det. L(U,m-2) ifn-1EU 
++L<u, m> if n - 1 $ u. 
Remark. The decomposition umbers of SL(2, q) were treated also in 
[S] where the Cartan numbers were determined as well. 
3. LATTICES IN A SIMPLE MODULE 
In this ection we collect general results about lattices ina simple module 
whose reduction mod p is multiplicity free. Propositions 3.43,6 are stan- 
dard facts. but Lemmas 3.9-3.14 are basic for our approach. Throughout 
this ection R denotes a complete discrete valuation ring with quotient field 
K and residue field k (these are independent of those in the previous sec- 
tions). 71 is a prime element of R. A is a finite R-order and V is a simple 
K@ A-module. We assume: 
(3.1) The reduction mod rc of V is multiplicity free, i.e., for a lattice M 
in V the d = k @ A-module i6i = k @ M has a multiplicity free composition 
series. 
For a A-module L of finite length which has a multiplicity free com- 
position series, we denote by D(L) the set of composition factors of L. For 
S. TE n(L) WC write S 3 T if any submodule of L involving S a!so invovcs 
T. It may be easily observed that, for any SE D(L), L has a smallest sub- 
module that involves S. Denote this by L(S). It has a simple top S. 
I\jow for any pose1 P we define an unoriented graph G(P). Write .Y + J’ 
for x, J E I’ if x > J and there is no ; E P such that x > z > J. Then the set 
of vertices of G(P) is the underlying set of P and the edges arc I.\-. J}
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where x t- y. For the poset D(L) defined above and for S, TED(L), the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) St-T. 
(ii) rad L(S)/rad2 L(S) involves T. 
(iii) L involves a non-split extension U of T by S (U/T= S). 
For any lattice M in V, the underlying set of D(M) is independent of A4 
and we write r for it. By M-ordering on r we mean the partial ordering of 
D(M). We also write TM for the poset D(M). For S, TE r we often say 
S 3 T in A4 if S > T w.r.t. the M-ordering. Denote by G(M) the associated 
graph G(T,) of rM. 
DEFINITION 3.2. For lattices X, Y in V we put p(X, Y) = 
min{n(X=,n”Y}. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. (i) p(X, Y+Z) =max{p(X, Y), p(X,Z)), p(Xn Y,Z) 
= max{dX Z), P(K Z)>. 
(ii) If L is a local attice, then p(X+ Y, L) = min{p(X, L), p( Y, L)). 
(iii) The poset of all lattices inV is a distributive lattice. 
(iv) Let X, Y be lattices inV such that XC Y and L be a local attice 
in V bcith a top S. Then we have SE o(Im(X + Y)) if and only if p(X, L) = 
p( Y, L), where X+ B denotes the map induced by the inclusion. 
(v j Let X, Y be lattices inV and put 
Di=D(Im(X-+X+7c-iY)nIm(71-‘Y-+X+n:-’Y)) 
for iE Z. If Di# aa, then -p(X, Y)<i<p(Y, X). If i= -p(X, Y) or 
p( Y3 X), then Di # @. If L is a local attice inV with a top S, then we have 
SED~ tfand only ifi=p(Y, L)-p(X, L). 
Proof. (i) is obvious. (ii) We may assume p(X+ Y, L) = 0. Then 
LcX+ Y and L ti z(X+ Y). Im(L --f X + Y) is contained in either 
Im(X+X+Y) or Im(P-+X+ Y). So LcX+7cY or Lc7cXS Y. 
Repeating this, we have L c X+ 1~~ Y or L c nkX + Y for all k > 0. Hence 
LC X or LC Y. Thus p(X+ Y, L)>min(p(X, L), p(Y, L)}. The opposite 
inequality is clear. (iii) We must show (Xi- Y) n 2 = (Xn Z) + (Yn 2) 
and (X n Y) + Z = (X + Z) n (X + Z) for any lattices X, Y, Z. Note that for 
lattices M, N we have M= N if and only if p(M, I,) = p(N, L) for any local 
lattice L.Then the above equalities follow from (i) and (ii); (iv) is obvious: 
(v) follows from (ii) and (iv). 
DEFINITION 3.4. For lattices X, Y in V WC put d(X, Y) = p( X, Y) + 
A y, w. 
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PRQPOSXTION 3.5. (i) 6(X, Y) depends only on the isomorphism classes 
of X and Y, and by passing to the quotient, 6( , ) defines a metric on the set 
qf the isomorphism classes of lattices inV. 
(ii) 6(X, Y)=min{nIX~71aY=,71nXfo~ some aeZi). 
(iii) suppose G is a finite group and A = R[G] and End, V= K. If 
= I-PR, then we have 6(X, Y) <n for all X and Y. 
ProoJ: (i) and (ii) are easy. One can prove (iii) using the well-known 
fact that zn End, XC Im(A + End, V) for any lattice X in I’. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Suppose End,, n V=KandEnd,,,S=kforanySE.C 
Let P, ,..., P, be a representative system of isomorphism classes of local at- 
tices in V. Put miJ=p(P,, P,). Let f: A -+ End, V be the map which defines 
the action of A on V. Then the R-algebra f(A) is Morita equivalent to the 
R-order A’ in M,(K), 
A’ = @ ei,j &p, 
i,i 
where e, j are matrix units. 
Proof: We may assume V is a faithful A-module. Then any simple 
A-module belong to r. Take a lattice A4 in V. If P is an indecomposable 
projective A-module with a top S, then the R-module Hom,(P, M) is of 
rank 1. In fact, we have Horn,-(l”, M)r Hom,(P, n(S))rHom#, S)r 
Horn,-(S, S) = k, and since Hom,(P, M) @ kr Horn,-(P, a), we see 
Hom,(P, M) is of rank 1. Hence Hom,,,(K@ P, KOM) is of dimen- 
sion 1. Since K Q A 2 End, V, we have K 0 Pz K@ M. Thus any indecom- 
posable projective A-module is isomorphic to a lattice in V. Since any two 
local lattices with the same top are isomorphic, any local lattice in V is 
projective. Now let PI,..., P be as in the proposition. Then A is Morita 
equivalent o the ring End,(P, @ * . . 0 Pn)OP, which is isomorphic to A’. 
In the rest of this section we assume the following condition besides 
(3.1). 
(3.7) On each one of the categories of K@A-modules, of R-free 
A-modules and of A-modules, there exists a duality ( )- (i.e., a con- 
travariant functor into itself which has an inverse) which commutes wit 
the change of rings. Further we assume there exist isomorphisms VA= 
and SAzS for any SET. 
For any lattices M and N in V define lattices Ni, Ki (i E Z) by 
H,=Mnx’-‘N+n 
Ki=niMnN+nN, 
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and deIine subsets Di of r by 
Di=D(Im(li-j-+M+~~iN)nIm(~-+M+~~iN)) 
where for lattices XC Y in V, x -+ P denotes the map induced by the 
inclusion. Itis clear that 
H,=Ker(M+M-+M+C’N), 
n-‘K,, 1 = Ker(z-‘N+T -‘N+M+n-iN), 
where M + &? is the natural projection. Put A = Im(a -+ M+ nmiN), B = 
Im(z-‘N -+ M + n-‘N). Then the inverse image of A by the map 
M+z-iN-+M+n-iNis M+~~(M+c~N)=M+~:‘-‘N, and that of Bis 
n-‘N+rc(M+~‘N)=rcM+n-‘N. Hence that of AnB is (M+z’-fY)n 
(71M+71-iN)=71M+~1~‘N+Mn~niN. Thus the inverse image of AnB 
by M-+lii+M+z-‘N is Mn(rcM+z’-‘N+Mnn-‘N)=nM+ 
Mnn’-iN+Mn~-iN=rcM+Mn~-iN=Hi+,. So we have 
Similarly the map N+z-~z~iN-+~~M++71.iN induces an 
isomorphism 
Ki/Ki+lzAnB. 
In particular we have D(HJH,+ 1) = D(KJK,+ r). Also we have filtrations 
MI ... IH~+~zH~I ... TIM, 
NI ... IK~K~+~I ... XZN, 
and clearly we have Hi = M (resp. 7cM), K, = EN (resp. N) for sufficiently 
large (resp. small) i. Hence f = lJiea Di (disjoint). Now we look at Hi. Put 
Xi=Mn&iN+~2M. 
Then Hi = Xi + zM and Xi n nM = zHi+ r . In such a situation we say the 
quadruplet (H,; Xi, zM; nHi+ r) is a Cartesian square. We claim that the 
extensions Kj ~ ,/K, + 1 1 Ki/Ki + 1 3 0 and XJX, ~ r 3 Xi n Hi _ JXi _ 1 I 0 are 
isomorphic. In fact we have Ki- JKi+ 1 = xi- ‘Mn N + 7cN/d+‘Mn N + 
EN E ri- ‘Mn N/z’+~ MA N + x’- ‘M n nN. Denote this last module by W 
and the isomorphism Ki- ,/Ki+ 1 3 W by a. Then a(Ki/Ki + 1) = 
(t-cplMnN)n(n’MnN+nN)/x ‘+‘MnN+&‘Mn7rN = dMnN+ 
Irip’MnrtN/x ‘+‘MnN+niplMnxN. On the other hand, 
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=7C "{(Mnn 1~iN)n(XinHi_,))/~n'-'MnPEN+71i+1MnN 
=7T ipl(Mnz 2~iN+~Mnn1~iN}/~i~'MnnN+ni'"MnN 
=71'--1Mn71N+71iMnN/~i~1Mn71N+~i+1Mnhi. 
Thus a(KJMj+ ,) = b(X,n Hip JXi- ,). This proves our claim. In summary 
we have: 
LEMMA 3.8. For lattices A4 and N in V define Hi, Ki, X,, Di (icl!) as 
above. Then we have 
MI ... ~Hi+l~H,~ ... 1nA4, 
N=, ... ~K,IK~+~‘> ... zrcN, 
Hi + l/Hi z KJKi + 1) 
r= u Dj (disjoint), 
itH 
and we have Cartesian squares (Hi; Xi, EM; zH,+ 1) and isomorphisms of 
extensions (K~~l/Ki+,~K,/Kj,,~O)r(Xi/Xj~~~Xin7i~l/Xi~~~0). 
Note that for any SE r, V contains a unique local attice with a top S up 
to homothety. 
LEMMA 3.9. Suppose V has a lattice M, with the follo\rirzg propert!‘. 
(39.0) [f .S1 TEE are adjacent in the graph G(M,,), then T&S in 
rad L, where L is a local lattice in V with a top S. 
Then IVY ~UI:C G(:M,) c G(X) for any lattice X ia V. 
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Proof: Suppose S and T are adjacent in G(M,). Let X be a lattice in V. 
We have to show S and Tare adjacent in G(X). Take a local attice L with 
a top S. Then S + T in L; In fact take L so that L c M, and L 6 r&I,,. 
Then Im(z -+ i@,) = A?,(S). If S E- Tin M,, we have S c Tin L. If T t- S 
in MO, then S +-- T in M, and we can argue similarly. Thus S c T in L in 
any case. Now take L so that L c X, L & nX. Put N = L n rcX and 
Y = L + 7tX. Then L/Nz Y/zX= X(S). If TE D(L/N), then S t- T in L/N, 
so in X. Suppose T$D(L/N). Then TED(~c-‘N/L). Further if TED 
(Ker(n-‘N/L --) X/Y)), then TE D(n-lNn Y/L). Put Z= rad L + zX. Since 
L d rcX, ( Y; L, Z; rad L) is a Cartesian square. Hence c ‘N n Y/i-ad L z 
L/i-ad L@ (7tW1Nn Y)/L. So S and T are not comparable in (C’Nn Y)/ 
rad L. Hence by N c rad L, S and T are not comparable in 7~ ’ rad L/t-ad L. 
This contradicts (3.9.0). Therefore we have T $ D( Ker( rc -‘N/L -+ X/Y)). 
Hence S, T$ D(Ker(n-‘N/t-ad L + X/Z)). By (3.9.0), T+- S in 71-l rad L/ 
rad L. Since T, SE D(n- ‘N/t-ad L), we have T t- S in XJZ. Thus T t- S in 
X as required. 
LEMMA 3.10. For a pair of distinct element S, T of I we assume the 
following condition. 
(3.10.0) There exist lattices Y,x Y, 1 Y, and Z,=Z, =Zz in V having 
the following properties. 
(4 WYP YllY2~0 is a nonsplit extension of T by S (TE YJY,). 
(b) ZO/Z,~ Z,/Z,xO is a nonsplit extension of S by T. 
(c) Ylr>Z(), Zl~7cYyo. 
If L is a local lattice with a top S, then we have T +- S in rad L. 
Proof Take a local lattice L with a top S such that L c Y,,, L d zYO. 
Since L + rc Y,/L n 71 Y, zIm(L -+ yO) 0 (L + 7~ Y,)/L, the modules Y,/L 
and Im(L + YO) have no nonzero common composition factor. Since 
S, TE D(Im(L + yO)) by (a), Y,IL does not involve either S or T. Put 
L,=LnY,,L,=LnY,. Then it is easy to see Y,=L,+Y,, 
Y1 = L, + Y,. Hence the extensions L/L, 3 LJL, 2 0 and YO/ Y, 3 Y,/Y, 10 
are isomorphic. Similarly take a local lattice N with a top T such that 
NcZ,,N~~ZOandputNl=NnZ,,N,=NnZ,.ThenZ$Ndoesnot 
involve either S or T, and the extensions N/N, 3 N,/N,10 and Z,/Z, 2 
Z,/Z, 3 0 are isomorphic. Since N c Z, c Y, c Y, by (c) and since T is not 
involved by Y,/L, we have N c L. So N c L,. Hence N1 = rad N c L,. 
Similarly we have XL, c N,. Thus L1 2 Nr> N1 3 N, 1 rcL1. Since N/N, 3 
N,/N,xO is a nonsplit extension of S by T, we have T I- S in L, = rad L as 
required. 
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A 3.11. Let M, N be lattices inV such that 
,foriE~.ISS~TinMandSEDi,TEL),_,forsomei,thenS,Tsat~fythe 
condition (3.10.0). 
Proof From A4 and N make lattices Hj, K,, X, (j E Z) as in Lemma 3.8. 
Hi+ JH, is semi-simple for any j. In fact otherwise there exist A, BE r such 
that H,,,/l2, involves a nonsplit extension of B by A. Since NrM*, N 
involves a nonsplit extension of A by B. This contradicts H,, J6-6,~ 
KjlKI +I Now suppose SE Di, TE Did l and S t T in M. Then there exist 
lattices Y,, Y,, Y, such that Hi+ 1 1 Y03 Y, = H,z Y2z Hi.. i and that 
Y,/ Y2 2 YJY, 3 0 is a nonsplit extension of T by S. Since T t 5’ in N and 
the extensions K, ~ ,/K, +I xK,IK,+,zO and X,IX,_,~X,~H,~,/X,_.,I,O 
are isomorphic, there exist lattices ZO, Z,, Z, such that X,IZ,IZ, = 
Xi n Hi._ 1 1 Z, 3 Xi- r and that ZO/Z, 3 Z,/Z, 3 0 is a nonsplit extension of 
S by T. Since H,I>X, and XInHi+,~;zHi+,, we have Y,xZO and 
Z, 3 nY,. Thus the lattices Yk, Z, (0 d k 6 2) satisfy the conditions (a), 
(b), (c) of (3.10.0). 
COROLLARY 3.12. Let M, N and D, (iE Z) he as in Lemma 3.11. Assume 
IfSeD;, TErandStTin Al, then TEII~,. (*) 
Then u;e have G(M) c G(X) for any lattice X in V. 
Proqf: This follows from Lemmas 3.9, 3.10, 3.4 1. 
LEMMA 3.13. Let A4 be a lattice in V and let S, T, UE r. Suppose 
S> U> T in M. Then S and T are not adjacent in G(X) for any lattice X 
in V. 
BvooJ: Suppose there exists a lattice X such that S and T are adjacent 
in G(X). Considering XA if necessary, we may assume S t- Tin X. Let E be 
a local attice with a top S. Then we have S + T in L and S > U > T in E. 
This is a contradiction. 
LEMMA 3.14. For lattices X, Y in V suppose the graph G(X) is connected 
and Tx=ry. Then X= Y. 
ProoJ We may assume XC Y and X Ct TCY. Put r’ = L?(Im(X + Y)). 
S<T in Y and T~rl, then SEP. If S>T in X and T~rl, then SET. 
Since G(X) is connected, we see F = S. Thus X+ P is onto. 
Nakayama’s lemma, X= Y. 
481,94/l-11 
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4. THE MODULE STRUCTURE OF Indgl;l[F, 
If A is a homomorphism from a group H to the multiplicative group of a 
ring S, AS denotes the rank 1 S[H]-module corresponding to I, and for an 
S[H]-module M, ilM denotes the S[H]-module XSOs M. Now let T be as 
in Section 1. &E Hom( T, 1F; ) is the map which sends t = (tjk) to tji 
(i = 1,2). The character X, (0 < m < q - 1) of Section 1 is afforded by the 
K[G]-module IndgrAyK (r,Iy means the composition of r and 17) which 
contains an R[G]-lattice M = IndgrR;2R. Our aim is to show that M 
satisfies the condition (*) of Corollary 3.12. In this section we investigate 
the module structure of MIpMzInd~ill;ff, and determine the poset 
DWPW. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let 0 <m < q- 1. Denote by V the ff,[G]-module 
IndglT ff 9. The set D(V) has a partial order < defined in Section 3. For 
U, U’Er(X,) we have L(U,m)>L(U’,m) in D(V) $andonlyifUzU’. 
We need lemmas. 
Notation 4.2. For non-negative integers x and y, xg y means xi< yj 
for all j. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let O<mfq-1, (a,b)E(U,m) and (a’,b’)E(U’,m). 
Suppose (a, b) # (m, q - 1) # (a’, b’). Ifaga’, then U=, U’. 
ProoJ By Lemmas 2.5(b), (b’) and (a, b) # (m, q- l), we have 
U={iE[O,n-l])a~,~<m~,~} if a<m 
={iE[O,n-l]IaCi,<mCi,> if a>m. 
U’ is determined by a’ in the same way. From these and aCij d ai,) (0 d i < 
n - 1) the lemma follows. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let k[E,] be the group algebra of the additive group IF, over 
k = [F,. Denote by (g) the group element of k[IF,] corresponding to g E F,. 
For Oda<q-1 define d(a)Ek[IF9] by 
d(a) = 1 if a=0 
= 1 t-“((t)-1) if a>O. 
reiF; 
Thenwehaved(a)d(b)#Oifandonlyifai+bi~p-lforO~i~n-l,and 
in this case d(a) d(b) is a multiple of d(a + b) by an element of k x. 
Proof The group ff; acts on the additive group [F, by multiplication, 
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hence acts on the algebra k[E,]. For 0 < a 6 4 - 1, M(a) is the unique EC - 
invariant subspace of rad k[IF,] on which t E [F; acts by multiplication f
P. Now if one of a, b is zero, the assertion is clearly true. If a >O and 
b=q- 1, then d(a)d(b)=O because kd(q- l)=soc k[5,], thus the lemma 
holds also in this case. Let 0 < a, b <q - 1. Then 
In the last expression the coefficient of (t) (t#O) is 
c t;“(t- Q-1-b 
r, #O,f 
q-1-b 
= z. (-l;i(“;-“) f-l--b-‘, 
=(-l)a+lt-u-b 
Hence we have d(u) d(b)#O if and only if (q-L-“) f 0 (mod p)~ 
Lemma 4.5 below, (Yea lPh) f 0 if and only if u+bdq-I and (q-l- 
a - !7)i f a, < p - 1 for all i. This is also equivalent o say that ai + b, d p - I 
for all i. This proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 4.5. For non-negative integers x, y we have (“ZJ’) $ 0 (mo 
fund only f xi + yi d p - 1 for all i. 
Proof Put ord,(z) = max(j; $1 z). The lemma follows from the for- 
mula ord,(x!) = (X - 2 x,)/p - 1 (0 6 x E Z). Details are omitted. 
LEMMA 4.6. There is an isomorphism of posets between the opposite ?f 
the poset [0, q - l] ordered by the relation I! and the set of Socal 
modules of k[B/T] ordered by inclusion, which assigns a E [O, q - 1 
-szdbmod&e having a simple top (A, 2; 1 )“. 
ProoJ: e identify the B-set B/T with iF,. For a E [O, q - I ] g 
uSX4q- I M(x) ck[E,]. By Lemma 4.4, k(a) is an ideal of k[ff,], hence 
a B-submodule of k[E,]. If aq x<q- 1, then d(x-a)~rad k[IF,] and 
d(x - a) d(a) E/C “d(x) by Lemma 4.4. Hence e(a) has a simple top 
(2,&“)“. Clearly we have ,!2(a)~L(a’) ifand only if asa’. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. The G-module I’ has a simple to 
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-uCO,n-ll,m) because Hom,(+, L( U, m)) = 0 for any 
U# [0, 12 - 11. By duality V has a simple socle L(12(, m). By the Mackey 
formula, Resz V = A;lk @ Xfk[ B/T]. Now let u, U’E r(x,) - 
{!a mn-ll). s uppose L(U,m)>L(U’,m) in V. To show UXU’ we 
may assume L( U, m ) +- L( U’, m ). Then V involves a nonsplit extension 
E of L(u’, m) by L(U,m). Since (G: Bl & 0 (modp), the extension 
Res,GE of Resg L( U’, m > by Res,GL( U, m > does not split. Hence V has a 
local B-submodule L (resp. L’) with a top n;l$ (resp. n;l’ni’) for some 
(a, b) E ( U, m ) (resp. (a’, b’) E ( u’, m ) ) such that L 3 L’. Since a, a’ # m, 
we have L,LcATk[B/T]. Since a,a’#O,q-1, we have asa’ by 
Lemma 4.6. So UI> U’ by Lemma 4.3. Conversely let U, U’E~(X,) - 
{ @, [0, y1- l] } and UY Ii’. Then th ere exist (a, b) E (U, m) and (a’, b’) E 
(U’, m) such that al! a’. For example define a by 
a,=0 if iGU 
=p-1 if iQ U, 
and define a’ similarly for U’. Since a, a’ # 0, m, q - 1, we have 1;lnt 2 n;l’,J$’ 
in Resg V. Hence L( U, m) > L,( U’, m) in V. This proves the theorem. 
5. LATTICES IN X, 
In this section we prove a half part of the main theorem about the lat- 
tices in the K[G]-module IndgrlyK, i.e., the invariance of associated 
graphs of lattices. Let0 < m < q - 1 and put V = IndgrlyK. Let r be the set 
of composition factors of the reduction mod p of a lattice in V. By Sec- 
tion 2 there is a bijection T(X,) + r: UI-P L( U, m). 
A path in a poset P is a sequence (xi 10 < id k) of elements of P such 
that x06x1 + ... +-xxk. k is called its length. Now the set r(X,) is par- 
tially ordered by inclusion. This poset has the following properties. 
LEMMA 5.1. (a) [0, n - 11, @ E r(X,). 
(b) rf U, U’ E 1”(X,), then Uu U’, Un U’ E T(X,). So r(X,) is a dis- 
tributive lattice. 
(c) There exists apath of length n in T(X,) which connects [IO, n - l] 
and a. 
Cd) rf u, u’~rVm) and U F-- U’ in T(X,), then we have 
I U( = I U’I + 1 (1x1 denotes the cardinality ofa finite set X). 
Pro4 (a) (O,m)E(CO,n--ll,m),(m,q-l)E(O,m). 
(b) This follows from Proposition 2.6. 
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(c) It is enough to show that for any U ( # @) E r(Xm) there exists 
a 6 U such that U- {u> E r(X,). Suppose this does not hold for some L7 
Let Z, Z’ be as in Proposition 2.6. For any a E U, U - (a> does not satisfy 
the conditions of Proposition 2.6 whereas U does satisfy them. So it occurs 
thateither(i)a+lEUnZor(ii)aEZ’anda-1EU. SinceZnZ’=@jZ(, 
if agUnZ, then a+l~UnZ. Hence if UnZ#@, then UnZ= 
[O, n - I], so m = 0 which is a contradiction. If Un Z = @, then for any 
aEUthecase(ii)happens.Hence U=Z’=[O,rz-i],som=q-I whit 
is a contradiction. This proves (c). 
(cl) Suppose UF-- u’ in r(X,). Since [IO, n- I] (r /21) is the uni- 
que maximal (resp. minimal) element of T(X,), re is a path 
{UJO<kkb} in r(X,) such that U,=[O,n-l], Uh=@, U,=U, 
Uj+ 1 = u’ for some i. By (b), r(X,) is a modular lattice, so the Jordan- 
Holder theorem holds. Hence by (c), b = n. So / U,/ = n - k for 0 <k d n. 
Thus ) Ul = 1 U’I + 1. 
DEFINITION 5.2. Let y be one of the rings R, K or k = F,. For an y-free 
yLC]-module X let X^ be the y[G]-module defined by 
f = r(det)m Horn&X, y) ify=R or K 
= (det)” Hom,(X, y) if y = k. 
LEMMA 5.3. V*r V and SArS for any SE K Thus these dualities ( )- 
satisfy the requirements of (3.7). 
ProoJ: VA z V follows from the fact IndgrlT = Indgr.AT. Since any SE F 
is of the form (det)bL(aA,) with a + 2b z m (mod q - l), Sara’ follows 
from the formula L(cA,)*%(det))‘L(c~~,) (Qdc<q- 1) (* denotes t 
linear dual ). 
THEOREM 5.4. Let 0 <m <q - 1. Let h4 be the R[G]-lattice Ind,GrAy 
in v. 
(a) G(M) = G(X) for any lattice X in V. 
(b) Let z/is0 be the set of isomorphism classes of lattices i% V apzd 
be the set of posets on the underlying set T and having the associated graph 
G(M). Then the map 8: T/is0 -+ II which sends the class of a lattice X to the 
poset TX is injective. 
Remark. The surjectivity of 8 is proved in Section 8. 
Proof: We shall show the lattice M satisfies the condition (*) of 
Corollary 3.12. Take a lattice N in V such that NgMA, NC M and 
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Then Di=@ for i<O and i>n. So r=lJOGiGnDi. By Theorem 4.1, the 
map r(X,) -+ r,: Uti L( U, m ) is an isomorphism of posets where 
T(X,) is partially ordered by inclusion. Since Di = D(H,+ ,/Hi), if SE Di, 
TcDjandS>Tinr,, then we have i > j. Also Hi + JH, is semi-simple as 
was shown in the proof of Lemma 3.11. Hence any distinct elements in Di 
are incomparable with respect to the M-ordering. Now we claim 
D, = {SE rl ISI = k) for k E Z. Here ISI denotes the cardinality ofthe set 
in r(X,) corresponding to S. For SE r take a path { Sil 0 6 id b) in rM 
such that L([O,n-l],m)=S,t- ... +S,=L(@,m) and S=S, for 
some k. By Lemma 5.1(c) and the Jordan-Holder theorem, we have b = n. 
For each i there exists U,E Z such that Sip D,. By the observations 
preceding the claim, we see 0 <a, < ... <a,<n. Hence a,=i for O<i<n. 
On the other hand, since 0 = IS,] < . . . < IS,] = n, we have lSil = i for 
0 6 id n. Thus SE Dk with k = ISI. Since r= uD, is a disjoint union, we 
have Di= (SEIj ISI = } i as claimed. Now suppose S, T E r, S I-- T in r,,,,. 
and SE Di. By Lemma 5.1(d), ISI = ITI + 1. By the claim above, ISI = i, so 
1 T/ = i - 1. Hence T E Die i . Thus the lattice M satisfies thecondition (*) of 
Corollary 3.12. So we have G(M) c G(X) for any lattice X in V. 
To get the opposite inclusion we need the following. 
LEMMA 5.5. ExtL(L( U, m), L( U’, m)) = 0 for U, U’ c [0, n - l] such 
that U d u’ and u’ & U. 
Proof of this is given in Section 7. Thus if S, S’ E r are not comparable in 
TM, then Exth(S, s’) = 0. With this and Lemma 3.13 we see G(M) = G(X) 
for any X. This proves (a). (b) follows from the connectedness of the graph 
G(M) and Lemma 3.14. This proves the theorem. 
6. LATTICES IN Y, 
In this section we treat lattices ina simple k[G]-module V having the 
character Y, (1 d m < q - 1) of Section 1. We have the following theorem 
similar to Theorem 5.4. 
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THEOREM 6. I. Fix m E [ 1, q - 1 ] and let V he us ahoce. Let r he the set 
oj’ composition ftictors of’ the reduction mod p qf V. 
(i) The graph G(X) does not depend on u lattice X in V. pict 
E= G(X). 
(ii) Let Y’/iso he the set ~f‘isomorphism cluss~s of Iutticcs in V rrnd II 
he the set of‘posets on the underlying set I‘ and with the ussociatrd gruph 2. 
The map 8: Y!iso + I7 sending the class of a luttirc X to the posct I‘, i.r 
injectiw. 
Remark. The description of the graph .Z is given in Proposition 6.5 
below. For the surjectivity of 0, see Section 8. 
Our method of proof is similar to that of Section 5 in principle and 
longer calculation is needed, so we shah only indicate required 
modifications. 
The dualities ( )^ are defined in the same way as in Definition 5.2; ic.. 
XI = r(det)“’ Hom;.(X, 7) if 7 = R or K, and XL = (det)“’ Hom,(X, ;I) if 
2 = 1F,. Then the hypothesis (3.7) is easily verified. 
We must find a lattice M in V for which the condition (*) of 
Corollary 3.12 holds. We shall first construct M as B-module and then 
show that the group action on M extends to G. For this purpose we need 
dctaiied informations about B-lattices in V. Now we describe the iocal 
B-lattices in 1’. B acts on [F, by 
a h 
( 1 0 c 
.Y = (ax + h)::c, 
and hence on the permutation moduics K[k,] and R[if,,]. Let W= JX[D,] 
(resp. E= JR[F,]) be the cokernei of the coaugmentation K + K[[F,] (resp. 
R + R[F,]). Then E is a B-lattice in I+’ and the B-modules rj.TW and i/ 
are isomorphic as is easily seen from a character tabic. The lFy[ B]-module 
E.:j,E has a multiplicity free composition series consisting of { (2, iz I)” / 0 ,< 
u < q - 1 1. For a E [O. y - 1 ] let R(u) bc the unique B-lattice in W having 
the following propcrtics: 
(i) R(u) is local with a top (i,i, ‘)‘I. 
(ii) R(u)cE. R(a) ti pEif u<y- 1. R(q-- l)=p”E. 
l-‘oro.hE[O.y-l]delincasubsetA(o,h)of [O./i-I] by 
n(u,h)=(iE[O,)1--l]la,,,3h,,,l if ci>h 
={iE[O,n-l]Irz,,,>6,;,~ if N < h. 
Ali information about B-lattices in W arc contained in the integers 
p(R(u), R(h)) and these are given by the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 6.2. If a, b E [0, q - 11 and (a, b) # (0, q - 1 ), then we have 
dR(a)> R(b)) = INa, b)l. 
Now we turn to the construction of the lattice M. To prove Theorem 6.1 
we may assume m, > 0, because the case m, = 0 can be reduced to this case 
by considering an automorphism of G. For i E [0, 12 - 11 such that 
m,#p- 1, define &E Cl, q-l] by 
(Gi),. = mj if j>i 
=m,+ 1 if j=i 
=o if j < i. 
Put s = ord,(m - 1) if m > 1 and s = 0 if m = 1. Define a B-lattice N, in W 
by 
n-l 
N,=R(l)+p” c R(&), 
i -.s 
where we must omit the terms in which I%, is not defined. 
THEOREM AND DEFINITION 6.3. Let A4 be the B-lattice ri;“N, in ri.yW. 
Then M has a unique G-module structure extending its B-module structure 
such that the K[G]-module MQ K uffords the character Y,. We define the 
G-lattice M, to be the lattice M with this G-action. 
For the proof we need the following lemma about extension of group 
actions from B to G. 
LEMMA 6.4. Let Y be a free R-module of finite rank. Put Y= Y/p Y, 
k = R/pR. Suppose f: B + Aut, Y and g: G -+ Aut, y are homomorphisms 







G-Aut, Y. kz 
Here j is the inclusion and E is the natural map. Then there exists a 
homomorphism h: G + Aut, Y such that f = hj, g = rch. 
This lemma is proved by lifting to g,: G -+ Aut, Y/p” Y inductively 
using the fact that the restriction map H’(G, A) --+ H’( B, A) is an 
isomorphism for an abelian p-group A on which G acts. Now the proof of 
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Theorem 6.3 goes as follows. Let the B-lattice M be as 
Theorem 6.2 and Proposition 3.3 we can determine the 
of M/pM (i.e., the M-ordering on the set ((Ai i; ’ )” / 0 < a < q - I> ). Then it 
turns out that M/pM has a filtration whose successive quotients are restric- 
tions to B of simple G-modules L( U, m), where (see Proposition 2.9) 
L(U,m)=det.L(U>m-2) if??-1EU 
=L(U,m) if n - I$ U. 
IJsing the fact that the restriction map Extk -+ Exti is an isomo 
can extend the action of B on M/pM to G so that the G-module 
the composition factors { L( U, m) 1 U E I-( Y,) ). Then by the ab 
we get a G-action on M so that the required properties of Theorem 6.3 are 
satisfied. 
Now put Y = M, 0 K and let r be as in Theorem 6.1. 
r( Y*) -+ F: U -+ L( U, m), the MM-ordering on r is translated to the order- 
ing on r( Y,) as follows. 
IPROPOSITION 6.5. For U, U’ E IJ Y,) write U 3 u’ if one of the foI~ow~~g 
conditions holds. 
(a) n-IEUand UXU’. 
(b) n-l$U and Un[s,n-l]xU’n[s,n-I], hir~[O,s-I]c 
U’n[O:s-I]. 
Then we have L( U, m) 3 L( U’, m) in M, f and only if U 3 U’. 
We come to the verification of the condition (*) of Corollary 3.12 for the 
lattice M,. As Proposition 9.2 indicates, there are two different cases to be 
considered separately. In the case that M,/pM, has the Loewy length 
YE + 1, the proof is the same as that in Section 5. ut in the case that t 
Loewy length of M,/pM, is ~1, the process involves a tedious calculation 
and we shall omit it. 
In any event we have G(M,) c G(X) for any lattice X in Y. The proof of 
Theorem 6.1(i) is completed if we show ExtL(L(U, m), L(U’, m)) = 0 for 
81, U’~41( Y,) which are not adjacent w.r.t. the ordering < of 
Proposition 6.5. This follows from Lemma 5.5 and the next results. 
LEMMA 6.6. LetmE[O,q-I]. IfU’cUc[O,n-I] and /U-u’/&& 
then we have 
Extk(L( U, m), L( U’, m)) = Extb(L( pi’, m), L( U, m)) =O. 
LEMMA 6.7. Let m E [ 1, q - 11. If n - 1 E U- U’ and u’ cf U, then we 
have 
Extk(L( U, m), L( U’, m)) = Extk(L( U’, m), L( U, m)) = 0. 
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In Section 7 we shall prove Lemma 6.6. 
Part (ii) of Theorem 6.1 follows from Lemma 3.14, since the graph 
G(M,) is connected. 
Remark. Let p be a prime such that p s -1 (mod 4). PSL(2, p) has a 
complex representation of degree (p - 1)/2. Adler classified the 
Z[PSL(2, p)]-lattices in this representation ([ 11). 
Remark. The G-lattice M, in Y1 is isomorphic to the module D(V) 
(V= Ez) constructed in [3], because both of them are isomorphic to 
rll, .Ker( R[ iF4] -+ R) as B-modules. 
7. VANISHING OF Ext’ 
In this section we shall prove Lemmas 5.5 and 6.6. They combine to: 
FR~P~~ITI~N 7.1. Let O<m<q-1 and u, U’c[O,n-11. If 
/U--U’I+ju’-UI>2, then wehave 
Ext,?JL( U, m), L( U’, m)) = 0. 
ProoJ The k[B]-module L((q- 1) 2,) is a projective cover of the 
trivial module k. The maximal local B-submodules of L((q - 1) A,) have 
tops(~,J;l)P’(O<i<n-l).S~Ext~((~ll;i)o, (I,,Q’)“)#Oifandonlyif 
a=p’ (mod q- 1) for some i. Now suppose Extk(L( U, m), 
L( U’, m >) = 0. First we shall show UC U’ or U’ c U. We may assume 
U, U’ # [0, n- 11, azr. The simple factors of the B-module L( U, m) are 
,?;A; ((a, b) E (U, m)) and similar for L( U’, m). Since Extk(L( U, m), 
L( U’, m)) # 0, we have ExtL(Ayli, n;2’n;‘) # 0 for some (a, b) E (U, m), 
(a’,b’)~(U’,m).Sincea+b=a’+b’=m,wehavea’-a=p’(modq-l) 
for some iE [0, n - 11. Considering cyclic permutations of (0, l,..., n - 1 }, 
which correspond to automorphisms of G, we can reduce to the case 
a’=a+l. TakeeE[O,n--l] such that a,= ... =a,_,=~-1, a,<~-1. 
If jE(U-U’)n[e+l,n-11, then uj<mj<aj=aj, so j-~EU-U’. 
Hence [e,j]CU-U’. Similarly if pE(U’-U)n[e+l,n-11, then 
[e, j’] c U’- U, but this contradicts al = a, + 1. Thus we see [e + 1, 
n- 11 n UI [e-t 1, n- l] n U’ and if the inclusion is strict, then we have 
e E U - U’. On the other hand, since a(, _ i) = pe - 1 and a;, _ i) = 0, we have 
[O,e-l]nUc[O,e-l]nU’. In case eEUnU’ or e$UuU’, we have 
[e+l,n-l]nU=[e+l,n-l]nU’, so Ucu’. In case eEU-U’, by 
a,dm,da:,=a,+ 1, we have either a,=m, or aL=m,. If a,=m,, then 
e-leU, so [O,e-l]cU. Thus U’cU. If aL=m,, then e-l$U’, so 
[O,e-l]nU’=@.ThusU’cU.InanycasewehaveUcU’orU’cU. 
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Next WC shall show if U’ 5 and Ext:;(L( CT, m), I,( U’, m)) #O, then 
L - C:‘! = I. By duality the proposition follows from this. Put 
X=I,(L:l m), X’=L(ti’.m), a= I: A IV (see Section 2). Since the 
R-module X has a simple top jb;li;l-U. there exists a B-epimorphism 
71: ;0; ,>I -I -2 “fJ(q- l)j.,)+X. Since ExtL(X: X’)#O. there is a nonsplit 
extension 0 + X’ + F-t A’-+ 0 of B-modules. Lift z to 17: ;.;:;.y I: 
I.((q- i ) 2,) + E. Let C be the set of CE [ 1. y- 11 such that the B-module 
Im 5 n .Y’ involves 2; j.y (. C has the following properties. (1) Qr # Cc 
p, (I;‘. m). where p, : [0, 4 - I ]’ --f [0, q -- I ] is the projection to the first 
factor. (2) If CEC and cz~c’~p,(C:‘.m). then ~‘EC‘. (3) If CEC‘ and 
O<r,‘--ag(,--lr, then c’~C’vp,( c’, tn). Now suppose IC:- [,‘I/ 22. By 
Lemma 5.1(d) there exists I/“EI’(X,,) such that U’ 5 L”’ 5 C:. Take 
.u~p,(L:,m). X’E p,(c”, m) such that .Y~x’ (see the proof of 
Theorem 4.1 1. By Lemma 2.4(ii) we have U A mc! I” v m. Similarly 
(,.A m_ac”’ v tn. Define J’E [O. q- 1] by ~.,=min{(L” v m),. (Cl” v ttz),j 
(0 6 i 6 II - ! ). Then 1; A ma ~a C;’ v m. Also C.” A tn a ,~‘g c”’ v m. 
Hence >’ E p I ( ii”, m). Now by (I) and (2). C contains L” v m. Since 
09 J’ - lj. A ina c’ v tn - 0’ A tn, we have J E c‘u p! (c. m). This con- 
tradicts 1’ E p, ( J,“‘. m). This completes the proof. 
8. PROOF OF THE SURJECTIVITY 
Let :I4 be the G-lattice Indgu,i;R (0 < tn < y - !) or the G-lattice M,,, 
( 1 6 m 6 y - 1. tn, > 0) of Definition 6.3. Put V = IV@ K. In Theorems 5.4 
and 6.1 we defined a map 0 from the set of isomorphism classes of lattices 
in V to a certain set I7 of posets. 
crHEOREM 8.1. 7‘/1c mu/’ fl is onto. 
WC have to investigate the set I7. In general for any finite poset P !er us 
dclinc an abclian group H,(P). Let X be the underlying set of P and E bc 
the set of edges of the graph G(P). Denote by /[Xl and Z’[E] the free 
abelian groups on X and E respectively. Dcfinc a L-linear map 
~:J![I~]+Z[X-] by rl(js,~))=.~~ if .Y>J’. To a sequence 
(.Y1106i63) of elements of P such that (s,: .v; 1 i E E for 0 d i6 3 
(s,, = x,~). we associate an element r of ?Z[E] defined by r = Co<, i i 
’ C,\.\‘,. .Y,, ,, where B, = 1 if A-, > X, , , i:, = -I if .v,<.Y,, !. Let B, be the 
submodule of Z[E] generated by all such 2. Since cc’(r) = 0. we have 
B, c Kcr(d). Put H,(P) = Kcr(d):‘B,. The foliowing two lemmas arc casilj 
proved. 
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LEMMA 8.3. We suy a poset P is regular ij’ the length of u path depends 
only on its both ends. [f H,(P) = 0: then P is regular. 
The next lemma follows by a standard homotopy argument. 
LEMMA 8.4. Suppose a poset P satisfies the following conditions. 
(a) P has u unique maximal element. 
(b) lj’(x,~O<i<n~ and {x:IO<i<m} are paths in P with the com- 
mon ends, we hacr z;- ,: {xi, xi+ 1 } E xy. 0’ {xi, xi , , } (mod B, ). 
Then we hare H,(P) = 0. 
Using this the following lemma is easily proved. 
LEMMA 8.5. !f P is a modular lattice, then H,(P) = 0. 
Let G bc a graph on a set X. A walking is a sequence {xi; 0 <i< n) of 
elements of X such that (x,. x, +, ) (0 ,< i < n - 1) are edges. n is called its 
length. When G is connected, for x, y E X WC define d(s, .y) as the minimum 
of the lengths of walkings connecting .Y and I;. A geodesic is a walking 
{xi1 0 < i 6 n) such that n = d(x,, x,,). The following is easily vcrilicd. 
bMMA 8.6. Suppose a poset P is regular and has u unique muximal 
element x. [j’ {x, 10 6 i 6 n } is u geodesic in G(P) such that x0 = x, then it is LI 
path in P, i.e., x0 > . > x,. 
LMMA 8.7. Suppose P and P’ urc posets on the .sumc underlying set. [fP 
and P’ are regular and hare the .same graph and the same unique muximal 
element x, then P = P’. 
Proaf: Let E be the set of edges of the graph G(P) = G( P’). It is enough 
to show that for any ~s,~,}E~wehavcs>~in Pifandonlyifx>j.in 
P’. By the regularity and Lemma 8.6, WC have x > J in P if and only if 
d(z, x) < d(x, y), where d is the function defined for the graph G(P) as 
above. Hence the lemma follows. 
Let P be a poset on a set X and A be a closed subset of P (i.e., x’ < x E A 
implies x’ E A ). There is a unique poset t, P having the following propcr- 
tics. (i) The underlying set of t, P is X. (ii) G(t, P) = G(P). (iii) I,, P and P 
coincide on A and on X- A. (iv) X- A is closed in t,, P. 
hOPOSITION 8.8. Suppvsc~ u poset P, on u set X has a unique muximal 
element x und H,( P,,) = 0. For uny’ poset P on X such thut G(P) = (;(I’,), 
there exist subsets A, ,..., A , of X such that I ,,, . t,,,, PO is dc$ned und 
P = 1.1, .. . t ,‘I,, P . 
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ProoJ: Put I7= (P; a poset on X such that G(P) = G(P,]J. For PEE 
define t,P~17 by taP=tAP, where A= (~E%~x<cY in P]. If a is not a 
‘ma1 element of P, we have (x E XI x < cx in 
ce for a given P E n there exists PI 3 0 such 
ent of t;P. On the other hand, H,(t; 
Lemma 8.2. So by Lemma 8.3 both t;P and P, are regular. Hence by 
Lemma 8.7, i; P = P,. Now put A,={x~Klx $ a in t:-lP) (l<j<n). 
Then P = t,, . t,,, P,. 
Now let M be as in the beginning of this section. 
LEMMA 8.9. The poset TM has a unique maximal element and 
H,(T,) = 0. 
PvooJ: If MO K has the character X,, then TM is a distributive lattice 
by Lemma 5.1, so our assertion follows by Lemma 8.5. Suppose MO K has 
the character Y,,. The poset r, is described in Proposition 4.5. e can 
check the conditions (a), (b) of Lemma 8.4 for this poset. Thus 
H,(T,) = 0. 
Proof of Theorem 14.1. By Proposition 8.8 and Lemma 8.9 it is enough 
to show that if P E Im 8 and A is a closed subset of P, then t, P E Im 0. Let 
P = f, for some lattice X. Let x’ be the unique submodule of X/pX su& 
that D(X’) =A. Let Y be the inverse image of x’ by the projection 
X+x/pX. Since G(Y)= G(X), we have r,= ta(Px). This proves the 
theorem. 
9. COROLLARIES 
PROPOSITION 9.1. Let V be a K[G]-module having the character X, 
(0 cm < q - I). The action of G on V induces a ring homomorphjsl~ 
R[G] + End, V. Let A be the image of this map. Then the ring A is 
equivalent to the following R-order A’ in the algebra of matrices over 
whose columns and rows ure indexed by the set r(X,,). 
A’= @ eu,u,RpIu- “I. 
u,~Er(Xm) 
Here e “, ue denotes a matrix unit. 
This is proved by determining the function p of Definition 3.2 on the SC: 
of local lattices in V. We also know that the distance 6 of Definition 3.4 
between the isomorphism classes of two local lattices equals the cardinality 
of the symmetric difference of two subsets of LO, n - 11 corresponding to 
their tops. 
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We turn to another corollary of our theorems. Recall the Loewy length 
of a module A4 is the least integer such that radk A4 = 0. If a K[ G]-module 
V has the character X,, the Loewy length of X/&k7 for a lattice X in V does 
not exceed II + 1 which equals the one for the lattice Indg r;lyR. If V has the 
character of type Y, there are two different cases. 
PROPOSITION 9.2. Let V be a K[G]-module having the character Y,,, 
(l<m<q-1). Put 
j(m) = max{ the Loewy length of XIpXI X is a lattice in V}. 
If there exists k E [0, n - l] such that 
mi= 1 if i=k 
=o if i<k 
=Oorp-1 if i > k, 
then j(m) = n. Otherwise j(m) = n + 1. 
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